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Herbert, Dune es la primera novela de la homÃƒÂ³nima "Dune". The author of the novel is Jack Williamson, born in
1949. In 2002, for his favorite novel, Star Kings, Williamson was elected an honorary member of the American

Academy of Arts and Letters, the only South American writer to be so honored. The book is translated into Russian by
Elena Salnikova. Dune belongs to the popular genre of works that combine elements of fantasy, science fiction and
adventure literature. The plot of "Dune" includes two lines. The first describes the events preceding the birth of the
Dune World, and the second describes its subsequent development. Both events are characterized by the unlimited

expansion of people from the Galactic Empire and the period when it covered many star systems. Battle of Elsinore, first
attack, starship Adisa Nova. Sandstorm due to entering the Dragon Cloud. First Battle of Felix Station. Advisors to Dick

Hammond and the colonists. Light earthquake and blows to the towers. Birth on the planet Harkus. Cloaca of Xardas.
Attack on the planet Sharkey. The beginning of the war. Multiverse Hector Garvey. The defeat of the guards. War

within the galaxy. Rebirth on the planet Farside. End of the war. Battle in the Shadow Realm. Fall into Charon's Rift.
Leader of the Overseer and the Adrians. Howard's World. Overseer ships off planet Howard. The destruction of the

overseers on the planet Sharki and the connection of the two worlds. Invasion of the Voltarian. Gates of Hell and
Endymion. Last fights. War at a distance. Hundreds of worlds after defeating Arrakis. Captivity at Adrian. Prisoners of
the Arrakeen Prison.Victims of guards. The beginning of the connection between the two worlds and the destruction of

the dome. Rift and battle for Sunrise Valley. How it all started. Entry into force of Moore's law. Falls of ARPA and
RAND Corporation. Beginning of cyber wars. The uprising of the earthlings. Battles for ARP
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